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THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW SCHOOL SUBJECT.
INNOVATION EDUCATION IN COMPULSORY SCHOOLS.

Svanborg R J onsd6ttir

The ideology of Innovation Education

The view of the wOl'ld tha t the child should acquil'e through Inn0 va tion Educa tion is a beliefin people
in a ha1'sh w01'ld, a beliefthat a pel'son can solve GUl'rent pl'oblems with the methodology afinnovation.

The child brings its ideas into reality in the matel'ial wOl1.d as a solution to needs 01' pJ'oblems which

she/he has obsel'ved and analyzed in his/he1' environment.

ABSTRACT
Innovation Education and Practical Use of I{nowledge was introduced into the Icelandic National

Curriculum for compulsory schools in 1999, where it is defined by the curriculum writers as a "school

subject" but is not allocated any direct time in the recommended guidelines for subjects. This paper

describes a master's research project from the University of Iceland, Faculty of Pedagogy and

Education which focuses on how Innovation Education emerged in Iceland and how the subject has

developed; what mal{es the sllbject special; and what factors; int~rnal and external, have influenced its

dissemination. The paper will include an overview of the data collection and analysis methods and an

overview of the findings.

In Innovation Education it is assllmed that everyone can be creative and the emphasis is on enhancing

creative activities of students through direct connection,s t~ everyday life. Educational innovations

based on this Irind of approach have struggled against the strong underlying factors inherent in the

institutional culture of education. There are several factors influencing the implementation of the

Innovation E"ducation curriculum in Iceland, and whether or not it is maintained. As identified by this

research, these factors include the role of teachers and their professional philosophies; school culture;

the role of the head teacher; assessment; emphasis on acad,emic learning; and access to information
and teaching materials.

Diverse research methods have been utilised during this re"search. The blllir of data collection can be

categorised as having used qualitative methods; statistical methods such as questionnaires were used

to measure the dissemination of the subject. Interviews and ob'servations were used to gather data

from students, teachers, head teachers, pioneers in Innovation Education, entrepreneurs and ministry

officials. Documentation of various kinds was also consulted, including reports, laws, curriculum,

teaching materials and products from Innovation Education lessons.

The research indicates in conclusion that curriculum formulation and implementation is a complex

inte11play of connected factors that are not completely predictable. It seems of more use to view

changes within education systems as an organic rather than a linear progression, more comparable to

biological evolution than to the production process of a factory. It is important to recognise the
fundamental factors, inherent in the hidden curriculum, and verify their powers to influence the
development of the subject.

In this research an attempt is being made to understand and analyse how a new school subject is

emerging. The subject researched here is Innovation Education (IE) which started emerging in

Icelandic compulsory schools in the early 1990s and was formalized in the National Curriculum for
Compulsory Schools in 1999 (A iJalnamslc1,a. Upplysinga og tmlcnimennt, 1999). I had been a
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compulsory school teacher for well over twenty years and had experienced that many students' were

bored in school, bllt when I started teaching Innovation Education ten years ago I found that students

were more interested and active than in any other subject I had taught before. It seemed that IE was

not being tal{:en up in many schools in Iceland, so I was interested in finding out if that was indeed the

case and in looking into factors that affected its development. Only one other research project had been

done on IE in Iceland which was Rosa Gunnarsd6ttir's PhD research Innovation Education. Defining
the Phenomenon (Gunnal'sd6ttir, 2001). .

Not mllch research has been condllcted on the forluation of school subjects and perhaps the best l{nown

is Ivor Goodson's research on Geography, Biology and Environmental Studies (Goodson, 1993) where

he points out that in order to gain statlls, the new school subjects had to adapt to the constraints of

academic standards. I look.ed into the historical baclegl'ound and the worle that preceded the

introduction of Innovation Education into the national curricuillm and through that gained an

understanding of the ideological worle that is the predecessor of the formal cUI'riculum. In my research

I interviewed officials in the Ministry of Education, the catalysts of IE and Entrepreneurship, IE

teachers, former IE students and principals and administrators in compulsory schools. I also

conducted field observations in IE lessons and Icelandic lessons of the same groups. This way I was

able to get a variety of views of the complex 'reality of schoolwork and how different parties

experienced Innovation Education. I also researched laws, curriculum, reports and products of IE

lessons. I use curricular concepts as a frame and a tool to understand the findings of this research. I

am plani1ing fllrther research in the area as my doctoral project.

Theoretical background

Curriculum does not have one clear definition and can have a different meanillgs ,dep~11dingon who is

speaking and can range from very broad to very specific definitions.. A common· view· is probably that

a curriculllm "is a guide or a plan of what should be done (learned, taught) in schools" (Isaksson, 1983).

A broad interpretation of the term is that a curriculum is "a cultllral tool used to choose from our

cllltllre what is considered worthwhile nlediating formally to the next generation" (Hamilton, 1993). In

the beginlling of schooling there were no general ideas about what should be taught or in what order.

As the education grew into a system of ages and cl~sses in the former part of the 19th century, the

need for coherent aims became stronger and cllrricllillm for certain schools and ages came into being.

Today the world is more complex, the futllre is uncertain, industries change, family patterns are

changing, and the demands on schools are growing. This mak.es it harder than before to choose what

we think is important from our heritage to hand over to the new generation (Geirsd6ttir, 1997). A

characteristic of curriculum in democratic countries is that they try to combine many different views

(Geirsd6ttir, 1998). They are often a reflection of such compromise and do not have a clear direction.

On the other hand there are many scholars who think it is important that the curricuillm is not too

constraining and can be interpreted according to the the needs of individual schools (Sigp6rsson et aI.,

1999; Vigp6rsson, 2003).

Choosing and defining the aims for the formal (official) cllrriculum from the various ideas and views

that seek~ a place in the worle of the school has turned out to be complicated. To make that process more

scientific Ralph Tyler (1949) Pllt forward a model in 1949 for choosing worthy aims for the formal

curriculum. His model has been widely used but has been criticized for being too simple and

mechanistic alld for reflecting a topwdown view of curriculum. Decker Wallcer's model (1990) is

probably more realistic as it builds on research of how curriculum maleers in USA go abollt the

intriguing process of negotiating the aims set forward in the curriculum.
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The inflllence of the formal curriclliuln on the warlc in schools is not always straightforward and can be

unclear, and the tools that mediate the cultural heritage are not always as visible as the formal

curriculllID. Often a difference can be seen between what is done in schools and what is written in the

formal curriculum. There are other factors that are not written down that affect what is done in the

classroom and also how students experience the school work. Scholars have pointed out that there can

be' a big difference depending on who reports his or her experience of the curriculum. The different

curricula identified by Goodlad et al. (1979) are: the ideological, the formal, the perceived, the

operational and the experiential cllrriculum. The ideological cU17~iculum refers to the ideas or

ideologies that lie behind the formal curriculum, the ideas we have about what is best or ideal. The

f011nlal cU171iculum is the one that has received some leind of official sanction and is usually in written

form. The formal curriculum is built on ideas and ideals that have been adopted or modified to suit a

written systematically presented document. The pel'ceived cU11J'iculum is the one that different interest

groups perceive in their minds to be the curricululn. Parents perceive the curriculum differently from

the teachers, but the teachers' perception is lilcely the most significant for the schoolworlc. The

ope11ational curriculum is the one that teachers actllally perform in their classrooms. There may be

considerable difference between what the formal curriculum says and the curriculum that the teachers

perform. The perceived curriculum can also be quite different f110m the operational curriculum, Le.

there is often a discrepancy between what people think they are doing and what they are actually

doing. Then there is the experiential cUl"l"iculumJ that is, the one that the students experience in the

school. Other factors that affect what is done and not done in schools have been identified as the

invisible curricllium and the null cllrriculum (Eisner, 2002). The invisible cupriculum or the implicit

curriculum, is everything that is not written but has an impact on what happens in the schools (Eisner,

2002; Goodlad, 1984). These can be various factors such as the school culture, the grading system,

various discourses, the environment, use of time, respect of subjects and every other force that brings

some leind of message to the students even though they are not written anywhere. The null curpiculum

(Eisner, 2002) is everything that we don't include in schoolworlc· but perhaps should.

The power of education

The belief in the power of education to influence positively the economy, prosperity and success of

nations has been controversial, but this is the general belief held in democratic countries. This belief is

roughly twofold: on the one hand the belief that education can improve the economy and prosperity

and on the other that it can improve the person and the society. One of the most famous people to

believe in the power of education to empower the individual and to improve society is probably John

Dewey who has been called the father of progressivism. His work started around 1900 and was critical

of the traditional schoolworl{ that Dewey said held mechanical discipline, recitation and a rigid

division of subjects. His educational policy revolved arouJ?d "learning by doing" and the role of the

teacher was to support and to provide a frame for learning (Dewey, 2000; Eisner, 2002). From the time

of Dewey's worle you can say that roughly two ideologies have been competing for power in the

educational policies, the progressive ideology and the traditional ideology. The traditionalists have

strong allies in academic schoolworlc but the11 e also seems to be a constant need for progressive

schoolworle that again and again surfaces in the simmering pot of education. Such endeavours to

reform education have been criticized and called "tinleering" (Tyack & Cuban, 2001) and it is debated

whether such changes are possible as educational history shows the constant pull baclc to academia,

traditional teaching and testing.

Rosa Gunnarsd6ttir"s research on IE concluded that the paradigm that IE has is one of social

constructivism. She uses those theories to explain how individuals become active participants in the

culture that surrounds them at school and in the life outside school. The students in IE use their

innate creativity and former lenowledge in a creative process and in that process build up their self
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inlage as innovators. In IE lessons the student always has access to others for support and

significantly moulds the contents and worl{ing nlethods of the IE learning. The role of the IE teacher is

to create circumstances that support or scaffold student learning and to be a source of information

that facilitates the activity of the student (Gllnnarsd6ttir, 2001).

In the light of history, the findings of Gllnnarsd6ttir ' s research and with my positive

experience of teaching Innovation Education I wanted to try to get answers to the following qllestions

in Iny research:

What is Innovation Education and how did it enlerge in the Icelandic school system?

What is the status of the implementation of IE in Icelandic compulsory schools?

Which factors can be seen to hinder or strengthen IE?

Methods

Diverse research methods were used in this research. Most of the data collection can be categorised as

having llsed qualitative methods though statistical methods based on qllestionnaire data were llsed to

measure the dissemination of IE. Data collection consisted of the following:

1. A statistical questionnaire about implementation of IE.

2. Interviews on IE

a) Interviews tal{en with l{ey informants llsing qualitative methodology.

b) Interviews with the pioneers of IE to gain more detailed information and historical

information bye-mail and by phone.

c) Observations of learning situations

3. Analysis of written materials, laws, reports, syllabuses and artefacts from IE lessons.

Statistical survey

To l{now for certain whether IE was spreading around I'celandic sphools as a formal school subject I

sent a questionnaire to all compulsory schools in Iceland in the autumn of 2003 by an e-mail list from

the Ministry of Education. Part of the schools did not receive them because of technical difficulties or

old e-mail addresses. SllCh a reduction of the population can be seen as a mechanical sample

(Shaugnessy & Zechmeister, 1990). The original number was 18~ schools and the 'Sample that got the

e-mails was 129 schools. Answers were sent by 63 schools and a call was made to ten more randomly

chosen schools so the final answers were from 73 schools, 57% i'esponse rate.

By condtlcting qualitative inquiry you can look behind the numbers, get a deeper understanding of the

researched subject, and find out the meaning of the phenomen0l?- for the people who experience it. The

goal of qualitative inquiry is to understand the subject from the viewpoint of the persons that tal{e

part in the research (Tl'austad6ttir, 1993). I gained an overview ~f iE through attending and mal{ing a

presentation at a conference for practicing teachers entrepreneurship.

I used observations in IE lessons and Icelandic lessons of student groups in lessons with

different teachers. I took 15 intel'views, with three former students of IE, with four IE teachers, two

catalysts (also teachers) of IE, two catalysts of entrepreneurship in Iceland and Norway, and a focus

group interview with school principals and administrators in compulsory schools in Iceland.

Furthermore I conslllted and analyzed written documentation and artefacts: lists of needs from IE

lessons, things and ideas made in IE lessons, teaching materials for IE, the Icelandic laws for

compulsory schools, laws for teacher edllcation, the syllabus for the Iceland University of Education in

2003 w 2004, reports for the Icelandic Innovation Contest for Compulsory Schools and other reports from

the first years of IE, e-mails from the catalysts of IE to me with information about the history of IE

and the InnoEd website.

To analyse the data I llsed various methods from the qualitative research field. I used the
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methods of grounded theory by using open coding and axial coding (Creswell, 1998). I used discourse

analysis to interpret the contents of needs"lists from IE lessons and to explain the links between the

lives of the stlldents and their work in IE. I also used hermeneutics to find new angles and to find more

pillars to support various findings. The analysis was conducted alongside the data collection and

constant comparison made to find leads to the next step in the investigation.
One of the main difficulties in Icelandic research is the small community where everybody

l{nows everyone else, so to spealc That m'akes it especially difficult to disguise which schools are being

researched and to guarantee confidentiality for the persons tal{ing part. I have changed names of

schools and persons and sometimes gender to make Sllre the participants can not be recognized. One of

the difficulties I was aware of was the fact that I was very positive towards IE and had to remind

myself of that throughout the research to try to minimize the effects that might result from my own

attitude.

Findings

The history of IE in Iceland - the ideological curriculum

The beginning of Innovation Education in Iceland can be traced to Paul Johannsson who was a teacher

at the Technology University of Iceland. He had studied in Sweden and through his contacts there got

to know a competition for children called "Finn-Upp" ("Invent"). Paul wanted to start a similar

competition in Iceland and worked from 1987 (Johannsson, 2003) for a few years to gain interest in

the project. Guortin I>orsd6ttir, a teacher adviser for the Reylejavik~LEA, started to worl{ with Palll on

trying to start Innovation Education in Icelandic compulsory schools. A crafts teacher in Foldaschool,

Gisli I>orsteinsson was willing to try Innovation Education in his teaching and started working with

Guertin and Paul. Gisli had taught earlier at a small rural school wher~ he practiced teaching that was

similar to IE where the children were trying to solve real family needs in their crafts lessons. Bragi

Einarsson an Icelandic inventor became a part of the group and the four started to offer courses in

Innovation within Foldaschool. The first national competiti.on wa$ held in 1991-1992 and the award

ceremony was held the 20 April 1992 where the Minister of Industry presented prizes to the children.

Since then the competition has been held once a year and the idea.s sent in by Icelandic schoolchildren
every year are around two thousand.

Gisli I>orseinsson and Guorun I>6rsdottir started a development project in Foldaschool with chosen

teachers where they tried out the pedagogy of IE and developed teaching materials for the course.

Since then IE has been tallght as a special school subject in two lessons per weel{, half the school year.

Rosa Gunnarsdottir, who started as a science teacher at Foldaschool, noticed a diffel'ence in the

innovative ways some of her students worked and found out that those students had been tal{ing the

IE course with Gisli and Guertin. Rosa got involved in the IE work. and she and Gisli developed further
Inaterials for teaching IE. For a few years Rosa, Gisli and Guorun offered in-service training for

teachers in IE. Rosa later took her Ph.D. from Leeds University where she researched IE and her main

tasle was to define Innovation Education.

The teaching materials developed within Foldaschool were written as teacher resource material. The
materials promote for a systematic approach to teaching IE. The ideology of IE reflected in the
material is: "people are the creators of their own world". The material was written with the aim of
enhancing the students' creativity by teaching them certain ways of worl\:ing and expression
(vocabulary and drawings). The materials were also meant to ~elp teachers meet their students at
individual levels and to offer them various ways of learning and thinl\:ing. The view of the world that

the child should acquire through IE is that people can cope in the harsh world and that a person can
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solve the problems of today through the methods of Innovation Education (Porsteinsson, 2002). IE is

about children working with their own ideas that spring from looleing at their environment,

discovering and analyzing its needs and finding solutions to those needs. The creative process of

working through inventing enhances the children's initiative and creativity and they discover their

power to influence their own environment through their creative abilities. This way the school takes

pai~t in the child's life and the students form the contents of learning in harmony with their own

experience and interests.

The teaching materials were a series of four units meant for four yeal~s of teaching and were

called Innovation and Science. Each had a different main theme as reflected in the names of the units:

1. Initiative· creativity, 2. Innovation" technology) 3. Ideas ~ingenuity and 4. Environment - design.

All of them have a nlain core that includes the training of the working ways of the inventor. This

included:

• Looking for needs

• Working on solutions

• Using the small noteboole

• Drawings

• Models
Additionally the materials emphasize a connection to the life of work where each unit contains a

suggestion for a visit to a firm or an establishment that is relevant to that unit's theme. In these

materials a learning process is created that gives the students opportunities to utilize k:nowledge from

everyday life and knowledge that they acql.lire in school.

The latest steps in IE

Four countries, England, Iceland, Finland and Norway, ran a project called InnoEd, funded by a

Minel~va grant. The InnoEd project was coordinated by the Iceland University of Education and the

aim was to set up an educational structure that promotes the pedagogical aims of Innovation

Edllcation, offering Diploma courses for teachers in IE and a web.site that served ~s a worleing tool fOl~

teachers and students. One master's research project finished in 2005, the one being introduced here,

and two doctoral projects on Innovation Education are ongoing, Gisli I>ofsteinsson's research at the

University of Loughborough and my own research at the Iceland University of Edllcation.

The formal curriculum

The experience from the worle in Foldaschool and other schools in Iceland that followed its lead) led to

a formal recognition of the subject as part of the Genel~alCUlt]ticululn fop Icelandic CompulsolY Schools

in 1999. In the curricuillm it was placed in a cllrriculum called Infopmation and Technology Education

with Crafts and IT in a chapter called Innovation and Pl~actical Use of J[nowledge (Aoall1ams](pa.

Uppljsinga og tEE]rnimennt) 1999). The subject is placed as an option for schools in the curriculum)

without an allocation of time and three ways suggested to execute it: 1. By integrating it into other

subjects) 2. Using timetabled lessons of the schools 3. A mixture of 1 and 2. Other ways than those

suggested have also been used by schools in Iceland such as offering a course in IE outside school

hours and paid by the community (J6nsd6ttir) 2004). In the report from the preparation committee for

the IT curriclllum they propose that Innovation Education get an allocation of time that the schools

can use to develop the subject within each school (Mal~l(lniiJ llppljsinga- og tcelcnimennta f
gpunns](Olllm og fi·amhaldss}roillm. SlrfTsla fOTvinnllh6ps a l1amssviiJi uppljsinga- og tmlrnimennta)

1997). This proposal was not accepted and reflects the struggle between subjects for time and

influence.
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The implementation of IE in Icelandic Compulsory Schools - the operational curriculum

It turned out to be difficult to find out exactly how well the implementation of IE was proceeding but

as far as my findings showed, it was not doing well. I defined what "formal teaching" of IE might be

and suggested that IE could be considered as being implemented (having emerged) when it was being

taught as a special school subject on the timetable and/or being taught continually for at least three

weel{s or longer7• All compulsory schools in Iceland were sent a list of questions bye-mail. Of those

who got the questions the final answers were from 57% of the schools. Less then 10% of the schools had

formal lessons in Innovation Education. 36% more considered themselves to be teaching some kind of

innovation education8, either integrated into other subjects, as an emphasis or as a new way of doing

things in school. Most of the lessons in IE were in the years 4 to 7 (age 9"12).

ImJ Innovation Education lessons

~

~

Figure 1. The Implementation of IE in Icelandic compulsory schools in 2003"2004

48% of the principals who answered the questionnaire turned out to be interested in getting
an introduction of IE for their teachers and 22% were interested in getting an introduction of IE for

headmasters in the area. A similar survey has not been done before in Iceland and one can ask if the
interest shown by principals in getting an introduction for their teachers reflects a lacl{ of presentation

of that part of the curriculum in 1999.

Those who want IE to be disseminated widely see the fact that under 10% of the Icelandic

schools are teaching IE as a formal subject as bad news. On the other hand you can debate that it is
only to be expected as the message in the curriculum.is not clear and even ambivalent as it offers IE as
a subject or an emphasis and without time allocated. This blurred view of IE may be more difficult in
execution than the clear subject based vel'sion9 ~hat, the visionaries at Foldaschool used. Other

explanations for the lack of dissemination of IE can be as mentioned that this part of the curriculum
needed a thorough introduction from the ministry. Also a lil{ely explanation is the emphasis that the

society places on the results of standardised national assessment which seems to result in a lack of
time for subjects like IE that emphasize the learning process and sl{ills rather than l{nowledge.

Related to this is the power that academic subjects seem to exert at the expense of vocational subjects
which is a lil{ely influence in the struggle for time and influence in the school system.

Factors influencing the dissemination of Innovation Education - implicit curriculum

7 This could be a course for three weel{s using 4"12 lessons per week for IE lessons, or two lessons
per weel{ half the school year and similar variations.
8 This also includes shoals that used one lesson a year to prepare for the IE contest
9 Taught as a special school subject within the time table.
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Many factors were identified in the interviews that explain the slow dissemination of IE in

Iceland in spite .of the acl{nowledgement it got by appearing in the formal curriculum. These factors

were: schools organization, the reluctance to change, the status of school subjects, the importance of

school leadership and support, the culture or ethos of the school, available teaching materials, teacher

education, the demands that IE does to teachers and students and introduction of the subject to all

cohcerning parties. The views of school principals and ministry officials towards IE will first be

reported and then the experience and vi~ws of teachers and students of Innovation Education lessons.

In Icelandic schools the principals are very influential with regard to which innovations are

tried in the schools (Sveinbjarnard6ttir, 2004). In the focus group interview with the school principals

and other administrators there were many explanations offered as to why IE is not widely spread.

Hafdis, one of the principals, said that in order to allow IE to be included in the school curriculum the

principal must be interested in and l{now about Innovation Education. Sigl"un, an administrator,

pointed out that IE should have had a powerful presentation for the schools principals when it was

introduced in the curriculum in 1999. This lack of presentation appears again and again throllghout

the research and influences many of the other factors identified. Sarason (1971) points out that when

innovations are entered the principal must support them and see to it that they are integrated into the

existing culture so it won't just be an ornament attached to the school. Sergiovanni (1995) argued

that principals have to evaluate the relevancy and qllality of the reforms that are being proposed.

The principals agreed that there was a lack of teachers that l(new how to teach IE. Guorun,

the assistant principal of Jardarschool, said that IE had a special pedagogy that teachers had to be

trained to use: "I think that the Iceland University of Education (IUE) must offer this for the teacher

students. There are special methods used in IE that the IUE should teach." The same view was offered

by the ministry officials who said that the IUE had not fulfilled its duties towards Innovation

Education when it became a curriculum subject. I{ristjan, at tlie Ministry of Education, said that IE

must be an integrated part of the IUE"s policy as they are responsible for educating the teachers in

compulsory schools. He suggests that the IUE should be a leading force in the introduction of IE that

he admits was lacking in the introduction of the curriculum in 1999. Lool{ing into· the syllabus of the

lEU it shows that IE is almost non~existent in the courses offered there (Nams- og lcennsluslcl'a

!(ennal'ahas](ola islands. Has](olaaTiiJ 2003~2004, 2003).

The principals gave as part of the explanation for why IE was not taught in the older classes

the lacl{ of teaching materials for their age. Also were evident the strong influence of public

examination and a strong tendency to subject segregation in the organization of the schoolworl{ for the

oldel' students. Guony, at the Ministry of Education, pointed out that one of the things lacl{ing

following the curriculum in 1999 was the preparation of teaching materials for IE and that having

exciting materials to offer students was crucial in the competition with the traditional subjects.

The role of the innovation teacher

The voices of the teachers I interviewed and of the students were very much in harmony even

though none of the students had been in classes with any of the interviewed teachers. One of the

things they agreed on was the special role of the IE teacher. They saw the role as the supportive

teacher that correlates to the constructivist teacher. That was also one of the findings in Rosa

Gunnal'sd6ttir"s research, that the role of the innovation teacher is the role of the constructivist

teacher who facilitates active learning as opposed to the teacher who "feeds" the students with finite

knowledge. Fl'iour, one of the innovation teachers, called the innovation teacher the "flexible teacher"

who is willing to accept that the student is sometimes the specialist regarding his or her idea. Brynja.

an innovation teacher at J ardarschool, said that some of her co-teachers were not ready to accept that

role and wanted to be more authoritative than was good for the sometimes fragile creative process.
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Friour called the opposite kind of teacher "the square teacher" who is inflexible, wants to be completely

in control of the lessons and his/her main aim is that the students do well on the standardized tests. To

be able to accept the special role of the IE teacher, it must fit with the professional philosophies of the

teachers (Bjarnad6ttir, 1993) or they be ready to change their philosophies in that direction. Such

changes are often a part of a reform or an educational change and it is important to give that process

time and support (Fullan, 2001).

The voices of the students in IE - experiential curriculum

Freedom, the power of decision, initiative, enhancement of thinking and creative thinking, an

attention to the environment switched on, a connection with life olltside school, learning the methods

of the inventor and the ethos of a creative worleplace, were all things that the students experienced in

the IE classes. The freedom and the student's right to choose in IE classes were also evident in the

interviews with the teachers. There is a reqllirement on the students that they often work

autonomously in Innovation Education. Hulda and Brynja innovation teachers said that it was easier

to teach IE in classes where the students were used to independent worle, which largely depended on

the working methods their nlain teacher cultivated. This points to the necessity of having autonomous

work as a rule not as an exception that just one or a few teachers within the school employ. An

autonomous work culture in the school would ease the way for the implementation of IE and other

subjects that rely on independent student worl{ and versatile methods.

Conclusions - a way forward?

The conclusions that I draw from the short history of IE are that the young subject got a boost

by getting into the formal curriculum, a boost that should haye enhanced the development and

dissemination of Innovation Education. One might have expecteq. a rapid growth from there on, but

the chance was not utilized neither by the schools and especially not by the authorities that failed to

introduce the innovation to the schools. The subject is still emerging and the question is whether it

will live or die. If IE lives will it be drawn into the direction of academia lil{e Goodson saw in those new

school subjects that survived or will it be able to maintain the real life characteristics that are at its
core?

Lool{ing at my own experience of teaching IE in various forms and into the answers of the

schools that teach IE within other subjects I conclude that IE should be taught as a special subject

that incorporates lenowledge from other subjects and life. It seems to me that is necessary to hold

together all the components that malee IE a motivating and useful subject, where you learn a certain

way of thinking and working. By doing IE in other ways some of the components seem to sieve through

and the wholeness of it gets lost. Other conclusions of the history of IE are conclusions that apply

generally in education but were certainly moulding its destiny and are similaI' to older findings in
educational research.

It seems from my research that edllcation is an intricate interplay of factors whose outcome

can not be fully foreseen. It might therefore be more useful to lool{ at education as a biological process

rather then a production process of a factory. It is important to recognize the factors of the hidden

cllrriculum and the power they have, either to accept them or to change them. The first step would be

to find them, mal{e them visible, and analyze them to see if we can change them and how. Is, for

example, the accepted measurement by conventional testing the only evaluation of the quality of our

students' education and does it reflect the usefulness of the education for worl{ and life? Or can we

develop evaluations of education that value process and sl{ills and can we earn such evaluation

general acceptance?
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From the enlergence and struggle of Innovation Education for dissemination and

acceptance there also appears to be the story that generally happens in education. We are still fighting

for the respect of vocational subjects and acceptance of their educational values and traditional tests

and academic drift are powerflll factors that always will be a strong influence in education. To make

fundamental changes in thinking and worl{ing in schools is not a simple endeavour; it will tak.e a

combined effort where the school culture and the teachers' professional philosophies form the

fOllndation for development. Educational authol1 ities should realize that it is not enough, to put ideas

and ideals into the formal curriculum. The formal curriculum must be supported by various support

strategies.
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